The DeWALT PERFORM & PROTECT™ line of tools is designed to provide a high level of one or more of the following: control, dust containment or low vibration, without sacrificing performance.

**DUST**

Offering 220+ OSHA Table 1 Compliant dust solutions within our DeWALT PERFORM & PROTECT line.

- Our DeWALT dust solutions reduce silica dust exposure while keeping your worksite OSHA Table 1 Compliant.
- AIRLOCK™ is a universal system that connects tools to dust extraction vacuums and shrouds to minimize cleanup on the jobsite.

**CONTROL**

DeWALT offers several products that provide the user more control in a bind up situation than standard clutches and side handles provide.

- The DeWALT Anti-Rotation E-CLUTCH® system detects motion of the tool, and shuts it down in bind up situations, helping to minimize sudden torque reaction compared to standard clutches.
- DeWALT LANYARD READY integrated solutions offer options to tether select corded and cordless tools to rigid structures on jobsites.
- The electronic Kickback Brake engages to shut off the tool when a pinch, stall, or bind-up occurs.

**VIBRATION**

- SHOCKS ACTIVE VIBRATION CONTROL® SYSTEM reduces vibration felt by the user at the handles, compared to rotary hammers without this feature.